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Reliable Adaptive Cubature Using Digital
Sequences
Fred J. Hickernell and Lluı´s Antoni Jime´nez Rugama
In honor of Ilya M. Sobol’
Abstract Quasi-Monte Carlo cubature methods often sample the integrand using
Sobol’ (or other digital) sequences to obtain higher accuracy than IID sampling. An
important question is how to conservatively estimate the error of a digital sequence
cubature so that the sampling can be terminated when the desired tolerance is
reached. We propose an error bound based on the discrete Walsh coefficients of
the integrand and use this error bound to construct an adaptive digital sequence
cubature algorithm. The error bound and the corresponding algorithm are guaranteed
to work for integrands lying in a cone defined in terms of their true Walsh coefficients.
Intuitively, the inequalities defining the cone imply that the ordered Walsh coefficients
do not dip down for a long stretch and then jump back up. An upper bound on the
cost of our new algorithm is given in terms of the unknown decay rate of the Walsh
coefficients.
1 Introduction
Quasi-Monte Carlo cubature rules approximate multidimensional integrals over the
unit cube by an equally weighted sample average of the integrand values at the
first n nodes from some sequence {zi}∞i=0. This node sequence should be chosen to
minimize the error, and for this one can appeal to Koksma-Hlawka type error bounds
of the form ∣∣∣∣∫
[0,1)d
f (x)dx− 1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
f (zi)
∣∣∣∣≤ D({zi}n−1i=0 )V ( f ). (1)
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The discrepancy, D({zi}n−1i=0 ), measures how far the empirical distribution of the
first n nodes differs from the uniform distribution. The variation, V ( f ), is some
semi-norm of the integrand, f . The definitions of the discrepancy and variation are
linked to each other. Examples of such error bounds are given by [3, Chap. 2–3], [4],
[11, Sec. 5.6], [12, Chap. 2–3], and [14, Chap. 9].
A practical problem is how large to choose n so that the absolute error is smaller
than some user-defined tolerance, ε . Error bounds of the form (1) do not help in this
regard because it is too hard to compute V ( f ), which is typically defined in terms of
integrals of mixed partial derivatives of f .
This article addresses the challenge of reliable error estimation for quasi-Monte
Carlo cubature based on digital sequences, of which Sobol’ sequences are the most
popular example. The vector space structure underlying these digital sequences
facilitates a convenient expression for the error in terms of the (Fourier)-Walsh
coefficients of the integrand. Discrete Walsh coefficients can be computed efficiently,
and their decay provides a reliable cubature error estimate. Underpinning this analysis
is the assumption that the integrands lie in a cone defined in terms of their true Walsh
coefficients; see (13).
The next section introduces digital sequences and their underlying algebraic
structure. Sect. 3 explains how the cubature error using digital sequences as nodes can
be elegantly formulated in terms of the Walsh series representation of the integrand.
Our contributions begin in Sect. 4, where we derive a reliable data-based cubature
error bound for a cone of integrands, (16), and an adaptive cubature algorithm based
on that error bound, Algorithm 2. The cost of the algorithm is also represented in
terms of the unknown decay of the Walsh series coefficients and the error tolerance
in Theorem 1. A numerical example and discussion then conclude this article. A
parallel development for cubature based on lattice rules is given in [9].
2 Digital Sequences
The integrands considered here are defined over the half open d-dimensional unit
cube, [0,1)d . For integration problems on other domains one may often transform
the integration variable so that the problem is defined on [0,1)d . See [1, 5, 6, 7, 8]
for some discussion of variable transformations and the related error analysis. The
example in Sect. 5 also employs a variable transformation.
Digital sequences are defined in terms of digitwise addition. Let b be a prime
number; b = 2 is the choice made for Sobol’ sequences. Digitwise addition, ⊕, and
negation, 	, are defined in terms of the proper b-ary expansions of points in [0,1)d :
x =
(
∞
∑`
=1
x j`b−`
)d
j=1
, t =
(
∞
∑`
=1
t j`b−`
)d
j=1
, x j`, t j` ∈ Fb := {0, . . . ,b−1},
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x⊕ t =
(
∞
∑`
=1
[(x j`+ t j`) mod b]b−` (mod 1)
)d
j=1
, x	 t := x⊕ (	t),
	x =
(
∞
∑`
=1
[−x j` mod b]b−`
)d
j=1
, ax := x⊕·· ·⊕ x︸ ︷︷ ︸
a times
∀a ∈ Fb.
We do not have associativity for all of [0,1)d . For example, for b = 2,
1/6 = 20.001010 . . . , 1/3 = 20.010101 . . . , 1/2 = 20.1000 . . .
1/3⊕1/3 = 20.00000 . . .= 0, 1/3⊕1/6 = 20.011111 . . .= 1/2,
(1/3⊕1/3)⊕1/6 = 0⊕1/6 = 1/6, 1/3⊕ (1/3⊕1/6) = 1/3⊕1/2 = 5/6.
This lack of associativity comes from the possibility of digitwise addition resulting
in an infinite trail of digits b−1, e.g., 1/3⊕1/6 above.
Define the Boolean operator that checks whether digitwise addition of two points
does not result in an infinite trail of digits b−1:
ok(x, t) =
{
true, min j=1,...,d sup{` : [(x j`+ t j`) mod b] 6= b−1}= ∞,
false, otherwise.
(2)
IfP ⊂ [0,1)d is some set that is closed under ⊕ and ok(x, t) = true for all x, t ∈P ,
then associativity holds for all points inP . Moreover,P is an Abelian group and
also a vector space over the field Fb.
Suppose that P∞ = {zi}∞i=0 ⊂ [0,1)d is such a vector space that satisfies the
following additional conditions:
{z1,zb,zb2 , . . .} is a set of linearly independent points, (3a)
zi =
∞
∑`
=0
i`zb` , where i =
∞
∑`
=0
i`b` ∈ N0, i` ∈ Fb. (3b)
Such aP∞ is called a digital sequence. Moreover, anyPm := {zi}bm−1i=0 is a subspace
ofP∞ and is called a digital net. From this definition it is clear that
P0 = {0} ⊂P1 = {0,z1, . . . ,(b−1)z1} ⊂P2 ⊂ ·· · ⊂P∞ = {zi}∞i=0.
This digital sequence definition is equivalent to the traditional one in terms of
generating matrices. By (3) and according to the b-ary expansion notation introduced
earlier, the m, ` element of generating matrix, C j, for the jth coordinate is the `th
binary digit of the jth element of zbm−1 , i.e.,
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C j =

(z1) j1 (zb) j1 (zb2) j1 · · ·
(z1) j2 (zb) j2 (zb2) j2 · · ·
(z1) j3 (zb) j3 (zb2) j3 · · ·
...
...
...
. . .
 , for j = 1, . . . ,d.
The Sobol’ sequence works in base b = 2 and makes a careful choice of the basis
{z1,z2,z4, . . .} so that the points are evenly distributed. Figure 1a) displays the initial
points of the two-dimensional Sobol’ sequence. In Figure 1b) the Sobol’ sequence
has been linearly scrambled to obtain another digital sequence and then digitally
shifted.
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1
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0.25
0.5
0.75
1
a) b)
Fig. 1 a) 256 Sobol’ points, b) 256 scrambled and digitally shifted Sobol’ points.
3 Walsh Series
Non-negative integer vectors are used to index the Walsh series for the integrands.
The set Nd0 is a vector space under digitwise addition, ⊕, and the field Fb. Digitwise
addition and negation are defined as follows for all k, l ∈ Nd0 :
k =
(
∞
∑`
=0
k j`b`
)d
j=1
, l =
(
∞
∑`
=0
l j`b`
)d
j=1
, k j`, l j` ∈ Fb,
k⊕ l =
(
∞
∑`
=0
[(k j`+ l j`) mod b]b`
)d
j=1
,
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	k =
(
∞
∑`
=0
(b− k j`)b`
)d
j=1
, ak := k⊕·· ·⊕ k︸ ︷︷ ︸
a times
∀a ∈ Fb.
For each wavenumber k ∈ Nd0 a function 〈k, ·〉 : [0,1)d → Fb is defined as
〈k,x〉 :=
d
∑
j=1
∞
∑`
=0
k j`x j,`+1 (mod b). (4a)
For all points t ,x ∈ [0,1)d , wavenumbers k, l ∈ Nd0 , and a ∈ Fb, it follows that
〈k,0〉 = 〈0,x〉 = 0, (4b)
〈k,ax⊕ t〉 = a〈k,x〉+ 〈k, t〉 (mod b) if ok(ax, t) (4c)
〈ak⊕ l ,x〉 = a〈k,x〉+ 〈l ,x〉 (mod b), (4d)
〈k,x〉 = 0 ∀k ∈ Nd0 =⇒ x = 0. (4e)
The digital sequencesP∞= {zi}∞i=0 considered here are assumed to contain sufficient
points so that
〈k,zi〉 = 0 ∀i ∈ N0 =⇒ k = 0. (5)
Defining N0,m := {0, . . . ,bm−1}, the dual net corresponding to the netPm is the
set of all wavenumbers for which 〈k, ·〉 maps the whole net to 0:
P⊥m := {k ∈ Nd0 : 〈k,zi〉 = 0, i ∈ N0,m}
= {k ∈ Nd0 : 〈k,zb`〉 = 0, `= 0, . . . ,m−1}.
The properties of the bilinear transform defined in (4) imply that the dual netsP⊥m
are subspaces of each other:
P⊥0 = Nd0 ⊃P⊥1 ⊃ ·· · ⊃P⊥∞ = {0}.
The integrands are assumed to belong to some subset of L2([0,1)d), the space of
square integrable functions. The L2 inner product is defined as
〈 f ,g〉2 =
∫
[0,1)d
f (x)g(x)dx.
The Walsh functions {exp(2pi√−1〈k, ·〉 /b) : k ∈ Nd0} [3, Appendix A] are a com-
plete orthonormal basis for L2([0,1)d). Thus, any function in L2 may be written in
series form as
f (x) = ∑
k∈Nd0
fˆ (k)e2pi
√−1〈k,x〉/b, where fˆ (k) :=
〈
f ,e2pi
√−1〈k,·〉/b
〉
2
, (6)
and the L2 inner product of two functions is the `2 inner product of their Walsh series
coefficients:
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〈 f ,g〉2 = ∑
k∈Nd0
fˆ (k)gˆ(k) =:
〈(
fˆ (k)
)
k∈Nd0
,
(
gˆ(k)
)
k∈Nd0
〉
2
.
Since the digital netPm is a group under ⊕, one may derive a useful formula for
the average of a Walsh function sampled over a net. For all wavenumbers k ∈Nd0 and
all x ∈Pm one has
0 =
1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
[e2pi
√−1〈k,zi〉/b− e2pi
√−1〈k,zi⊕x〉/b]
=
1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
[e2pi
√−1〈k,zi〉/b− e2pi
√−1{〈k,zi〉+〈k,x〉}/b] by (4c)
= [1− e2pi
√−1〈k,x〉/b]
1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e2pi
√−1〈k,zi〉/b.
By this equality it follows that the average of the sampled Walsh function values is
either one or zero, depending on whether the wavenumber is in the dual net or not:
1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e2pi
√−1〈k,zi〉/b = 1P⊥m (k) =
{
1, k ∈P⊥m
0, k ∈ Nd0 \P⊥m .
(7)
Multivariate integrals may be approximated by the average of the integrand
sampled over a digitally shifted digital net, namely,
Iˆm( f ) :=
1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
f (zi⊕∆ ). (8)
Under the assumption that ok(zi,∆ ) = true (see (2)) for all i ∈ N0, it follows that the
error of this cubature rule is the sum of the Walsh coefficients of the integrand over
those wavenumbers in the dual net:∣∣∣∣∫
[0,1)d
f (x)dx− Iˆm( f )
∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣ fˆ (0)− ∑
k∈Nd0
fˆ (k)Iˆm
(
e2pi
√−1〈k,·〉/b
)∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ fˆ (0)− ∑
k∈Nd0
fˆ (k)1P⊥m (k)e
2pi
√−1〈k,∆ 〉/b
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
k∈P⊥m \{0}
fˆ (k)e2pi
√−1〈k,∆ 〉/b
∣∣∣∣∣. (9)
Adaptive Algorithm 2 that we construct in Sect. 4 works with this expression for the
cubature error in terms of Walsh coefficients.
Although the true Walsh series coefficients are generally not known, they can be
estimated by the discrete Walsh transform, defined as follows:
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f˜m(k) := Iˆm
(
e−2pi
√−1〈k,·〉/b f (·)
)
=
1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e−2pi
√−1〈k,zi⊕∆ 〉/b f (zi⊕∆ )
=
1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e−2pi√−1〈k,zi⊕∆ 〉/b ∑
l∈Nd0
fˆ (l)e2pi
√−1〈l ,zi⊕∆ 〉/b

= ∑
l∈Nd0
fˆ (l)
1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e2pi
√−1〈l	k,zi⊕∆ 〉/b
= ∑
l∈Nd0
fˆ (l)e2pi
√−1〈l	k,∆ 〉/b 1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e2pi
√−1〈l	k,zi〉/b
= ∑
l∈Nd0
fˆ (l)e2pi
√−1〈l	k,∆ 〉/b1P⊥m (l 	 k)
= ∑
l∈P⊥m
fˆ (k⊕ l)e2pi
√−1〈l ,∆ 〉/b
= fˆ (k)+ ∑
l∈P⊥m \{0}
fˆ (k⊕ l)e2pi
√−1〈l ,∆ 〉/b, ∀k ∈ Nd0 . (10)
The discrete transform, f˜m(k) is equal to the true Walsh transform, fˆ (k), plus aliasing
terms proportional to fˆ (k⊕ l) where l is a nonzero wavenumber in the dual net.
4 Error Estimation and an Adaptive Cubature Algorithm
4.1 Wavenumber Map
Since the discrete Walsh transform has aliasing errors, some assumptions must be
made about how quickly the true Walsh coefficients decay and which coefficients are
more important. This is done by way of a map of the non-negative integers onto the
space of all wavenumbers, k˜ : N0→ Nd0 , according to the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1. Given a digital sequence,P∞ = {zi}∞i=0 define k˜ :N0→Nd0 as follows:
Step 1. Define k˜(0) = 0.
Step 2. For m = 0,1, . . .
For κ = 0, . . . ,bm−1
Choose the values of k˜(κ+bm), . . . , k˜(κ+(b−1)bm) from the sets{
k ∈ Nd0 : k	 k˜(κ) ∈P⊥m ,
〈
k	 k˜(κ),zbm
〉
= a
}
, a = 1, . . . ,b−1,
but not necessarily in that order.
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There is some flexibility in the choice of this map. One might choose k˜ to map
smaller values of κ to smaller values of k based on some standard measure of size
such as that given in [3, (5.9)]. The motivation is that larger κ should generally lead
to smaller fˆ (k˜(κ)). We use Algorithm 3 below to construct this map implicitly.
To illustrate the initial steps of Algorithm 1, consider the Sobol’ points in di-
mension 2. In this case, z1 = (1/2,1/2), z2 = (1/4,3/4) and z4 = (1/8,5/8). For
m = κ = 0, one needs
k˜(1) ∈
{
k ∈ Nd0 : k	 k˜(0) ∈P⊥0 ,
〈
k	 k˜(0),z1
〉
= 1
}
=
{
k ∈ Nd0 : 〈k,z1〉 = 1
}
.
Thus, one may choose k˜(1) = (1,0). Next, m = 1 and κ = 0 leads to
k˜(2) ∈
{
k ∈ Nd0 : k	 k˜(0) ∈P⊥1 ,
〈
k	 k˜(0),z2
〉
= 1
}
=
{
k ∈ Nd0 : k ∈P⊥1 ,〈k,z2〉 = 1
}
.
Hence, we can take k˜(2) := (1,1). Continuing with m = κ = 1 requires
k˜(3) ∈
{
k ∈ Nd0 : k	 k˜(1) ∈P⊥1 ,
〈
k	 k˜(1),z2
〉
= 1
}
,
so the next choice can be k˜(3) := (0,1).
Introducing the shorthand notation fˆκ := fˆ (k˜(κ)) and f˜m,κ := f˜m(k˜(κ)), the
aliasing relation (10) may be written as
f˜m,κ = fˆκ +
∞
∑
λ=1
fˆκ+λbme
2pi
√−1〈k˜(κ+λbm)	k˜(κ),∆ 〉/b, (11)
and the cubature error in (9) may be bounded as∣∣∣∣∫
[0,1)d
f (x)dx− Iˆm( f )
∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣ ∞∑λ=1 fˆλbme2pi
√−1〈k˜(λbm),∆ 〉/b
∣∣∣∣∣≤ ∞∑λ=1
∣∣ fˆλbm ∣∣ . (12)
We will use the discrete transform, f˜m,κ , to estimate true Walsh coefficients, fˆκ , for
m significantly larger than blogb(κ)c.
4.2 Sums of Walsh Series Coefficients and Cone Conditions
Consider the following sums of the true and approximate Walsh series coefficients.
For `,m ∈ N0 and `≤ m let
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Sm( f ) =
bm−1
∑
κ=bbm−1c
∣∣ fˆκ ∣∣, Ŝ`,m( f ) = b`−1∑
κ=bb`−1c
∞
∑
λ=1
∣∣ fˆκ+λbm ∣∣,
qSm( f ) = Ŝ0,m( f )+ · · ·+ Ŝm,m( f ) = ∞∑
κ=bm
∣∣ fˆκ ∣∣, S˜`,m( f ) = b`−1∑
κ=bb`−1c
∣∣ f˜m,κ ∣∣.
The first three sums, Sm( f ), Ŝ`,m( f ), and qSm( f ), cannot be observed because they
involve the true series coefficients. But, the last sum, S˜`,m( f ), is defined in terms of
the discrete Walsh transform and can easily be computed in terms of function values.
The details are described in the Appendix.
We now make critical assumptions about how certain sums provide upper bounds
on others. Let `∗ ∈ N be some fixed integer and ω̂ and ω˚ be some non-negative
valued functions with limm→∞ ω˚(m) = 0 such that ω̂(r)ω˚(r) < 1 for some r ∈ N.
Define the cone of integrands
C := { f ∈ L2([0,1)d) : Ŝ`,m( f )≤ ω̂(m− `)qSm( f ), `≤ m,qSm( f )≤ ω˚(m− `)S`( f ), `∗ ≤ `≤ m}. (13)
This is a cone because f ∈ C =⇒ a f ∈ C for all real a.
The first inequality asserts that the sum of the larger indexed Walsh coefficients
bounds a partial sum of the same coefficients. For example, this means that Ŝ0,12,
the sum of the values of the large black dots in Figure 2, is no greater than some
factor times qS12( f ), the sum of the values of the gray ×. Possible choices of ω̂ are
ω̂(m) = 1 or ω̂(m) =Cb−αm for some C > 1 and 0≤ α ≤ 1. The second inequality
asserts that the sum of the smaller indexed coefficients provides an upper bound on
the sum of the larger indexed coefficients. In other words, the fine scale components
of the integrand are not unduly large compared to the gross scale components. In
Figure 2 this means that qS12( f ) is no greater than some factor times S8( f ), the sum
of the values of the black squares. This implies that
∣∣ fˆκ ∣∣ does not dip down and then
bounce back up too dramatically as κ → ∞. The reason for enforcing the second
inequality only for `≥ `∗ is that for small `, one might have a coincidentally small
S`( f ), while qSm( f ) is large.
The cubature error bound in (12) can be bounded in terms of Sl( f ), a certain
finite sum of the Walsh coefficients for integrands f in the cone C . For `,m ∈ N,
`∗ ≤ `≤ m, it follows that∣∣∣∣∫
[0,1)d
f (x)dx− Iˆm( f )
∣∣∣∣≤ ∞∑
λ=1
∣∣ fˆλbm ∣∣= Ŝ0,m( f ) by (12)
≤ ω̂(m)qSm( f )≤ ω̂(m)ω˚(m− `)S`( f ). (14)
Thus, the faster S`( f ) decays as `→ ∞, the faster the cubature error must decay.
Unfortunately, the true Walsh coefficients are unknown. Thus we must bound
S`( f ) in terms of the observable sum of the approximate coefficients, S˜`,m( f ). This
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Fig. 2 The magnitudes of true Walsh coefficients for f (x) = e−3x sin
(
10x2
)
.
is done as follows:
S`( f ) =
b`−1
∑
κ=bb`−1c
∣∣ fˆκ ∣∣
=
b`−1
∑
κ=bb`−1c
∣∣∣∣ f˜m,κ − ∞∑
λ=1
fˆκ+λbme
2pi
√−1〈k˜(κ+λbm)	k˜(κ),∆ 〉/b
∣∣∣∣ by (11)
≤
b`−1
∑
κ=bb`−1c
∣∣ f˜m,κ ∣∣+ b`−1∑
κ=bb`−1c
∞
∑
λ=1
∣∣ fˆκ+λbm ∣∣= S˜`,m( f )+ Ŝ`,m( f )
≤ S˜`,m( f )+ ω̂(m− `)ω˚(m− `)S`( f ) by (13),
S`( f )≤ S˜`,m( f )1− ω̂(m− `)ω˚(m− `) provided that ω̂(m− `)ω˚(m− `)< 1. (15)
Combining (14) with (15) leads to the following conservative upper bound on the
cubature error for `,m ∈ N, `∗ ≤ `≤ m:∣∣∣∣∫
[0,1)d
f (x)dx− Iˆm( f )
∣∣∣∣≤ S˜`,m( f )ω̂(m)ω˚(m− `)1− ω̂(m− `)ω˚(m− `) . (16)
This error bound suggests the following algorithm.
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4.3 An Adaptive Cubature Algorithm and Its Cost
Algorithm 2 (Adaptive Digital Sequence Cubature, cubSobol g). Given the
parameter `∗ ∈ N and the functions ω̂ and ω˚ that define the cone C in (13), choose
the parameter r ∈N such that ω̂(r)ω˚(r)< 1. Let C(m) := ω̂(m)ω˚(r)/[1−ω̂(r)ω˚(r)]
and m = `∗+ r. Given a tolerance, ε , and a routine that produces values of the
integrand, f , do the following:
Step 1. Compute the sum of the discrete Walsh coefficients, S˜m−r,m( f ) according
to Algorithm 3.
Step 2. Check whether the error tolerance is met, i.e., whether C(m)S˜m−r,m( f )≤ ε .
If so, then return the cubature Iˆm( f ) defined in (8) as the answer.
Step 3. Otherwise, increment m by one, and go to Step 1.
There is a balance to be struck in the choice of r. Choosing r too large causes the
error bound to depend on the Walsh coefficients with smaller indices, which may be
large, even thought the Walsh coefficients determining the error are small. Choosing
r too large makes ω̂(r)ω˚(r) large, and thus the inflation factor, C, large to guard
against aliasing.
Theorem 1. If the integrand, f , lies in the cone, C , then the Algorithm 2 is successful:∣∣∣∣∫
[0,1)d
f (x)dx− Iˆm( f )
∣∣∣∣≤ ε.
The number of integrand values required to obtain this answer is bm, where the
following upper bound on m depends on the tolerance and unknown decay rate of
the Walsh coefficients.
m≤min{m′ ≥ `∗+ r : C(m′)[1+ ω̂(r)ω˚(r)]Sm′−r( f )≤ ε}
The computational cost of this algorithm beyond that of obtaining the integrand
values is O(mbm) to compute the discrete Walsh transform.
Proof. The success of this algorithm comes from applying (16). To bound the number
of integrand values required note that argument leading to (15) can be modified to
provide an upper bound on S˜`,m( f ) in terms of S`( f ):
S˜`,m( f ) =
b`−1
∑
κ=bb`−1c
∣∣ f˜m,κ ∣∣
=
b`−1
∑
κ=bb`−1c
∣∣∣∣ fˆκ + ∞∑
λ=1
fˆκ+λbme
2pi
√−1〈k˜(κ+λbm)	k˜(κ),∆ 〉/b
∣∣∣∣ by (11)
≤
b`−1
∑
κ=bb`−1c
∣∣ fˆκ ∣∣+ b`−1∑
κ=bb`−1c
∞
∑
λ=1
∣∣ fˆκ+λbm ∣∣= S`( f )+ Ŝ`,m( f )
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≤ [1+ ω̂(m− `)ω˚(m− `)]S`( f ) by (13).
Thus, the upper bound on the error in Step 2 of Algorithm 2, is itself bounded above
by C(m)[1+ ω̂(r)ω˚(r)]Sm−r( f ). Therefore, the stopping criterion in Step 2 must be
satisfied no later than when this quantity falls below ε .
The computation of the discrete Walsh transform and S˜m−r,m( f ) is described in
Algorithm 3 in the Appendix. The cost of this algorithm is O(mbm) operations. uunionsq
5 Numerical Experiments
Algorithm 2 has been implemented in MATLAB code as the function cubSobol g.
It is included in our Guaranteed Automatic Integration Library (GAIL) [2]. Our
cubSobol g utilizes MATLAB’s built-in Sobol’ sequences, so b = 2. The default
algorithm parameters are
`∗ = 6, r = 4, C(m) = 5×2−m,
and mapping k˜ is fixed heuristically according to Algorithm 3. Fixing C partially
determines ω̂ and ω˚ since ω̂(m) = C(m)/ω̂(r) and ω̂(r)ω˚(r) = C(r)/[1+C(r)].
We have tried cubSobol g on an example from [10]:
I =
∫
Rd
e−‖t‖
2
cos(‖t‖)dt = pid/2
∫
[0,1)d
cos
√√√√1
2
d
∑
j=1
[Φ−1(x j)]2
 dx, (17)
where Φ is the standard Gaussian distribution function. We generated 1000 IID
random values of the dimension d = beDcwith D being uniformly distributed between
0 and log(20). Each time cubSobol g was run, a different scrambled and shifted
Sobol’ sequence was used. The tolerance was met about 97% of the time and failures
were more likely among the higher dimensions. For those cases where the tolerance
was not met, mostly the larger dimensions, the integrand lay outside the cone C . Our
choice of k˜ via Algorithm 3 depends somewhat on the particular scrambling and
digital shift, so the definition of C also depends mildly on these.
6 Discussion
There are few quasi-Monte Carlo cubature algorithms available that adaptively
determine the sample size needed based on integrand values. The chief reason is that
reliable error estimation for quasi-Monte Carlo is difficult. Quasi-standard error has
serious drawbacks, as explained in [15]. Internal replications have no explicit theory.
IID replications of randomized quasi-Monte Carlo rules are sometimes used, but one
does not know how many replications are needed.
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Fig. 3 Time required and error observed for cubSobol g (Algorithm 2) for the Keister example,
(17). Small dots denote the time and error when the tolerance of ε = 0.001 was met. Large dots
denote the time and error when the tolerance was not met. The solid line denotes the empirical
distribution function of the error, and the dot-dashed line denotes the empirical distribution function
of the time.
The proposed error bound and adaptive algorithm here are practical and have
theoretical justification. The conditions imposed on the sums of the (true) Fourier-
Walsh coefficients make it possible to bound the cubature error in terms of discrete
Fourier-Walsh coefficients. The set of integrands satisfying these conditions is a non-
convex cone (13), thereby placing us in a setting where adaption has the opportunity
to be beneficial.
Problems requiring further consideration include how to choose the default pa-
rameters for Algorithm 2. We would also like to extend our algorithm and theory to
the case of relative error.
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Appendix: Fast Computation of the Discrete Walsh Transform
Let y0,y1, . . . be some data. Define Y
(m)
ν for ν = 0, . . . ,bm−1 as follows:
Y (m)ν :=
1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e−2pi
√−1∑m−1`=0 ν`i`/byi =
1
bm
b−1
∑
im−1=0
· · ·
b−1
∑
i0=0
e−2pi
√−1∑m−1`=0 ν`i`/byi,
where i= i0+ i1b+ · · · im−1bm−1 and ν = ν0+ν1b+ · · ·νm−1bm−1. For all i j,ν j ∈Fb,
j, `= 0, . . . ,m−1, recursively define
Ym,0(i0, . . . , im−1) := yi,
Ym,`+1(ν0, . . . ,ν`, i`+1, . . . , im−1)
:=
1
b
b−1
∑
i`=0
e−2pi
√−1ν`i`/bY (m)m,` (ν1, . . . ,ν`−1, i`, . . . , im−1).
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This allows us to identify Y (m)ν = Ym,m(ν0, . . . ,νm−1). By this iterative process one
can compute Y (m)0 , . . . ,Y
(m)
bm−1 in only O(mb
m) operations.
Note also, that Ym+1,m(ν0, . . . ,νm−1,0) = Ym,m(ν0, . . . ,νm−1) = Y
(m)
ν . This means
that the work done to compute Y (m)ν can be used to compute Y
(m+1)
ν .
Next, we relate the Yν to the discrete Walsh transform of the integrand f . For
every k ∈ Nd0 and every digital sequenceP∞ = {zi}∞i=0, let
ν˜0(k) := 0, ν˜m(k) :=
m−1
∑`
=0
〈k,zb`〉 b` ∈ N0,m, m ∈ N. (18)
If we set yi = f (zi+∆ ), and if ν˜m(k) = ν , then
f˜m(k) =
1
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e−2pi
√−1〈k,zi⊕∆ 〉/byi
=
e−2pi
√−1〈k,∆ 〉/b
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e−2pi
√−1〈k,zi〉/byi by (4c)
=
e−2pi
√−1〈k,∆ 〉/b
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e
−2pi√−1
〈
k,∑m−1j=0 i jzb j
〉
/b
yi by (3)
=
e−2pi
√−1〈k,∆ 〉/b
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e−2pi
√−1∑m−1j=0 i j〈k,zb j〉/byi by (4c)
=
e−2pi
√−1〈k,∆ 〉/b
bm
bm−1
∑
i=0
e−2pi
√−1∑m−1`=0 ν`i`/byi by (18)
= e−2pi
√−1〈k,∆ 〉/bY (m)ν . (19)
Using the notation in Sect. 4, for all m ∈ N0 define a pointer ν˚m : N0,m→ N0,m as
ν˚m(κ) := ν˜m(k˜(κ)). It follows that
f˜m,κ = f˜m(k˜(κ)) = e−2pi
√−1〈k,∆ 〉/bY (m)ν˚m(κ),
S˜`,m( f ) =
b`−1
∑
κ=b`−1
∣∣ f˜m,κ ∣∣= b`−1∑
κ=b`−1
∣∣∣Y (m)ν˚m(κ)∣∣∣. (20)
The quantity S˜m−r,m( f ) is the key to the stopping criterion in Algorithm 2.
If the map k˜ :N0→Nd0 defined in Algorithm 1 is known explicitly, then specifying
ν˚m is straightforward. However, in practice the bookkeeping involved in constructing
k˜ might be tedious, so we take a data-dependent approach to constructing the pointer
ν˚m(κ) for κ ∈ N0,m directly, which then defines k˜ implicitly.
Algorithm 3. Let r ∈ N be fixed. Given the input m ∈ N0, the discrete Walsh co-
efficients Y (m)ν for ν ∈ N0,m, and also the pointer ν˚m−1(κ) defined for κ ∈ N0,m−1,
provided m> 0,
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Step 1. If m = 0, then define ν˚(0) = 0 and go to Step 4.
Step 2. Otherwise, if m≥ 1, then initialize ν˚m(κ) = ν˚m−1(κ) for κ ∈ N0,m−1 and
ν˚m(κ) = κ for κ = bm−1, . . . ,bm−1.
Step 3. For `= m−1,m−2, . . . ,max(1,m− r),
for κ = 1, . . . ,b`−1
Find a∗ such that
∣∣∣Y (m)ν˚m(κ+a∗b`)∣∣∣≥ ∣∣∣Y (m)ν˚m(κ+ab`)∣∣∣ for all a ∈ Fb.
Swap the values of ν˚m(κ) and ν˚m(κ+a∗b`).
Step 4. Return ν˚m(κ) for κ ∈ N0,m. If m ≥ r, then compute S˜m−r,r( f ) according
to (20), and return this value as well.
Lemma 1. LetP⊥m,κ := {k ∈Nd0 : ν˜m(k) = ν˚m(κ)} for κ ∈N0,m, m ∈N0, where ν˚m
is given by Algorithm 3. Then we implicitly have defined the map k˜ in the sense
that any map k˜ : N0,m→ Nd0 that chooses k˜(0) = 0 ∈P⊥m,0, and k˜(κ) ∈Pm,κ for
all κ = 1, . . . ,bm− 1 gives the same value of Sm−r,r( f ). It is also consistent with
Algorithm 1 for κ ∈ N0,m−r.
Proof. The constraint that k˜(κ) ∈Pm,κ implies that Sm−r,r( f ) is invariant under all
k˜ chosen according to the assumption that k˜(κ) ∈Pm,κ . By definition 0 ∈P⊥m,0
remains true for all m for Algorithm 3.
The remainder of the proof is to show that choosing k˜(κ) by the hypothesis of
this lemma is consistent with Algorithm 1. To do this we show that for m ∈ N0
k ∈P⊥m,κ , l ∈P⊥m,κ+ab` =⇒ k	 l ∈P⊥` for all κ = 1, . . . ,b`, ` < m, (21)
and that
P⊥m,κ ⊃P⊥m+1,κ ⊃ ·· · for κ ∈ N0,m−r provided m≥ r. (22)
The proof proceeds by induction. Since P⊥0,0 = Nd0 , the above two conditions are
satisfied automatically.
If they are satisfied for m−1 (instead of m), then the initialization stage in Step
2 of Algorithm 3 preserves (21) for m. The swapping of ν˚m(κ) and ν˚m(κ + a∗b`)
values in Step 3 also preserves (21). Step 3 may causeP⊥m−1,κ ∩P⊥m,κ = /0 for some
larger values of κ , but the constraint on the values of ` in Step 3 mean that (22) is
preserved. uunionsq
